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Blues’ game postponed after 
Jay Bouwmeester’s collapse

Gourde scores in OT to lift Lightning over Pens
ST LOUIS: Blues defenseman Jay Bouwmeester collapsed
on the team’s bench due to a cardiac episode early in St
Louis’ Tuesday road game against the Anaheim Ducks,
prompting the game to be postponed. Bouwmeester
regained consciousness after the incident and was transport-
ed to a local hospital. The game, tied 1-1 with 7:50 remaining
in the first period, was halted and will be made up at a later
date. Blues general manager Doug Armstrong later issued a
statement that read, in part, “Thankfully, with the quick
response of our medical trainers, Anaheim medical trainers
and their team physicians, they were able to stabilize Jay. “He
was alert and moving all of his extremities as he was trans-
ported to UC Irvine Medical Center. Currently, Jay is con-
scious and alert as he undergoes further testing by
Anaheim’s physicians. We will update Jay’s condition on
Wednesday morning.”

LIGHTNING 2, PENGUINS 1 (OT)
Yanni Gourde roofed a shot from 10 feet at 2:45 of over-

time to lift the visiting Tampa Bay to its eighth win in a row, a
tight decision at Pittsburgh. It was Gourde’s first goal in 36
games dating to Nov. 25. Tempering the win, Tampa Bay
sustained a potentially costly injury. Leading scorer Nikita
Kucherov collided with Penguins defenseman Jack Johnson
behind the Pittsburgh net in the final minute of the second
period. Kucherov was hunched over as he slowly returned to
the bench. He did not come out for the start of the third peri-
od. The Lightning termed it a lower-body injury. Pittsburgh’s
Evgeni Malkin opened the scoring in the first period, and
Tampa Bay’s Mikhail Sergachev forged a 1-1 tie in the sec-
ond period. Lightning goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy made 35
saves while Penguins goalie Matt Murray stopped 36 shots.

OILERS 5, BLACKHAWKS 3
Leon Draisaitl had a goal and three assists, Kailer

Yamamoto scored two goals, and Edmonton pulled away from
visiting Chicago. Riley Sheahan and Ryan Nugent-Hopkins
also scored for Edmonton, which finished a three-game home-
stand with a 2-1-0 record. Draisaitl boosted his league-leading
total to 89 points in 56 games. Brandon Saad, Jonathan Toews
and Adam Boqvist scored for Chicago. Saad added an assist to
finish with a two-point night, which Patrick Kane also achieved

with a pair of assists.

AVALANCHE 3, SENATORS 0
Philipp Grubauer made 34 saves, Mikko Rantanen,

Gabriel Landeskog and Valeri Nichushkin had goals, and
streaking Colorado beat Ottawa in Denver. Grubauer earned
his second shutout of the season and the 11th of his career.
He has allowed just three goals in his past four games.
Nathan MacKinnon had two assists to extend his points
streak to five games. Andre Burakovsky, Ryan Graves and
Samuel Girard also had assists for Colorado, which has won
five in a row and eight of nine. Marcus Hogberg stopped 33
shots for the slumping Senators, who lost their sixth consec-
utive game (0-4-2).

PANTHERS 5, DEVILS 3
Mark Pysyk and Mike Matheson each notched a goal and

two assists as Florida’s fourth line scored three times over New
Jersey in Newark, N.J. Noel Acciari, who posted a goal and an
assist, centered the line with Pysyk and Matheson — both
defensemen by trade — with Matheson playing his first career
game at forward. The line scored three times and totaled eight
points in its first seven shifts. Brett Connolly and Frank Vatrano
also scored and nine players found the scoresheet for the
Panthers, who won for the first time in five games (1-3-1).

ISLANDERS 5, FLYERS 3
Ryan Pulock scored with 41 seconds left to cap a fran-

tic final two minutes of the third period for New York,
which squandered a three-goal lead before edging visit-
ing Philadelphia. Pulock scored on a slapshot less than a
minute after Sean Couturier tied the score for the Flyers.
Leo Komarov added an empty-netter with four seconds
left. Josh Bailey, Matt Martin and Jordan Eberle scored in
the first period for the Islanders, who won for the fourth
time in five games to ensure they would remain in third
place in the Metropolitan Division. They are three points
ahead of the Flyers, who began Tuesday with sole posses-
sion of the Eastern Conference’s second wild-card spot.

MAPLE LEAFS 3, COYOTES 2 (OT)
Kasperi Kapanen scored at 3:43 of overtime, and Toronto

came from behind twice to defeat visiting Arizona.
Kapanen’s 11th goal of the season came on a breakaway
after an Arizona turnover. Zach Hyman scored two goals for
the Maple Leafs, and Alex Kerfoot added two assists.
Christian Dvorak and Carl Soderberg scored for the
Coyotes, who defeated the host Montreal Canadiens 3-2 on
Monday night.

SABRES 3, RED WINGS 2
Sam Reinhart scored the go-ahead goal early in the third

period and also had an assist as Buffalo topped visiting
Detroit. Reinhart’s 21st goal, a tap-in of a rebound from a
Jack Eichel shot, gave Buffalo its first lead of the game 57
seconds into the third. The Sabres, who also got a goal and
an assist from Marcus Johansson and 27 saves from Carter
Hutton, won for the second time in three games and ended
an 0-2-1 home rut. Darren Helm scored twice for the Red
Wings, who have an NHL-low 32 points, but had won two of
their previous three games, including 4-3 in a shootout at
Buffalo on Feb. 6.— Reuters

EDMONTON:  Matt Benning #83 of the Edmonton Oilers harasses Matthew Highmore #36 of the Chicago
Blackhawks at Rogers Place in Edmonton, Canada. — AFP

By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Kuwait Shooting Sport Club (KSSC) hon-
ored its shooters who made achievements in the
name of Kuwait earlier, as well as those who won
medals during the Arab Championship that was held

in Morocco lately. President of Kuwait and Arab
Shooting Federations Eng Duaij Al-Otaibi said that
an  ambi t ious  p lan  was  submi t ted  to  the  Pub l ic
Authority for Sports (PAS) to prepare shooters who
qualified for the Tokyo 2020 Olympics, that includes
their participation in many major championships.

He said that the shooting club, with the support of
PAS will organize camps for Talal Al-Rasheedi, Saud
Habib, Mansour Al-Rasheedi and Abdelrahman Al-
Faihan leading to the Olympics which starts in July.

He said the club is keen to honor Kuwait shooters
who made achievements lately to motivate them for

more. He said the shooters’ achievements wouldn’t
have been without the support of the political lead-
ership and care of PAS for the shooters and hoped
such achievements continue to keep Kuwait’s name
in prominence during the most important champi-
onships.

KSSC honours shooters

The F8 Tributo is the new mid-rear-
engined sports car that represents the
highest expression of the Prancing

Horse’s classic two-seater berlinetta. It is a
car with unique characteristics and, as its
name implies, is an homage to the most pow-
erful V8 in Ferrari history. 

The F8 Tributo sets the market bench-
mark for performance, driving pleasure and
ease of handling. It makes the exhilarating
performance of the best 8-cylinder in the
world accessible to al l  drivers, with
unprecedented handling and superior ride
comfort. 

With a massive 720 cv and a record spe-
cific power output of 185 cv/l, it is the most
powerful V8 ever to be mounted in a non-
special series Ferrari, achieving new heights
not just for turbos, but for engines across
the board.  

The turbo-charged V8 has already been
used in other models in the range with vari-
ous power output levels, winning “Best
Engine” in the International Engine of the
Year awards three years running in 2016,
2017 and 2018. In 2018, it was also awarded
the title of the best engine of the last two
decades.  

Designed by the Ferrari Styling Centre,
the F8 Tributo is essentially a bridge to a
new design language that will continue to
emphasise Ferrari’s key characteristics of
high performance and extreme aerodynamic
efficiency. In fact, the F8 Tributo is the most
aerodynamically efficient series-production
mid-rear-engined berlinetta ever designed. 

ENGINE
In the automotive world, Ferrari’s V8

engine is seen as the very epitome of sporti-
ness and driving pleasure. This is particular-
ly the case when it is mid-rear-mounted in a
two-seater. Ferrari has been honing the
scope of abilities of this architecture, which
creates an optimal weight balance, and thus
delivers unparalleled thrillingly sporty driv-

ing, to perfection for over four decades. 
In fact, Maranello made its debut in the

8-cylinder 2-seater berlinetta segment in
1975 with the 308 GTB, a revolutionary car
that became a source of inspiration for sub-
sequent models.

The new car offers drivers pure emotions.
Instantaneously accessible power is matched
by exceptional handling thanks to advanced
vehicle dynamics solutions. These include a
new version of the Ferrari  Dynamic
Enhancer (FDE+) which can be activated in
the manettino’s RACE position for the first
time, a move designed to make performance
on the limit easier to reach and control for
an even greater number of drivers.

Specific intake plenums and manifolds
with optimised fluid-dynamics improve the
combustion efficiency of the engine, thanks
to the reduction of the temperature of the
air in the cylinder, which also helps boost
power. Two plenum configurations are
available for this car, both identical in per-
formance terms: 

VEHICLE DYNAMICS 
Overall performance levels are signifi-

cantly higher than those of the 488 GTB,
thanks to the increase in power, weight
reduction and improved aerodynamic coef-
f ic ient . That  performance is  a lso now
accessible to a larger number of drivers
thanks to vehicle dynamics systems that
make driving on the limit an easier and
more confidence-inspiring experience.
These include a steering wheel with a rim
that is smaller in diameter with a thinner rim
and the introduction of the new Ferrari
Dynamic Enhancer Plus into the integrated
SSC concept, now in 6.1 guise.  

The 40 kg weight reduction compared to
the 488 GTB makes the car sportier and
more agile and makes a significant contribu-
tion to driver involvement. That said, the
weight reduction does not impinge on in-car
comfort in the least as it regards engine and
bodywork components. Aside from the
aforementioned engine components, further
lightweight solutions include bumpers made

from a lighter plastic material, a carbon-
fibre rear spoiler and a rear window in
Lexan(r) which is lighter than glass. The
weight reduction measures are topped off
by the choice of optional carbon-fibre rims
and a lithium ion battery.  

AERODYNAMICS
The F8 Tributo features state-of-the-art

aerodynamics, integrating innovations and
expertise developed thanks to the compa-
ny’s involvement in the GT and Challenge
championships. The solutions have been
honed to create a series-production mid-
rear-engined berlinetta with the highest lev-
el of performance available. 

The F8 Tributo is 10% more aerodynami-
cally efficient than the 488 GTB thanks
exclusively to an increase in downforce
which does not impact on its drag coeffi-
cient.  This means that drivers can exploit to
the fullest the exceptional performance the
car unleashes, including high-speed corner-
ing, as its more efficient road-holding keeps
it glued to the Tarmac, delivering an engag-
ing and exhilarating driving experience.  

Lastly, the air intake for the intercooler is
dominated by a wing profile designed to
create an area of suction in the upper part of
the channel, which helps direct as much air
as possible towards the radiating mass.  

The front of the car is dominated by the
S-Duct, an innovation aerodynamic solution
adapted from Ferrari’s F1 experience and
already used on the 488 Pista. Here it has
been redesigned in function of the new front
end design and accounts for 15% of the
increase in overall downforce compared to
the 488 GTB. 

EXTERIOR
Designed by the Ferrari Styling Centre,

the F8 Tributo is essentially a bridge to a
new exterior design language. From the very
earliest stages of the design process, the
work focused on two goals simultaneously:

designing a stylistic tribute to the Ferrari V8
engine, inspired by the most iconic mid-
rear-engined V8 sports cars in Ferrari histo-
ry, and giving the car a strong personality of
its own through an even sportier design
clearly inspired by the car’s advanced aero-
dynamics. 

A lot of attention was paid to ensuring
that the Maranel lo marque’s signature
styling elements were respected even while
seamlessly incorporating the aerodynamic
elements into the design and then under-
scoring them with clean yet decisive lines. 

INTERIOR
The cockpit retains the classic, driver-

oriented look typical of Ferrari’s mid-rear-
engined berlinettas. Every element of the
dash, door panels and tunnel has been com-
pletely redesigned specifically for the car.
The F8 Tributo also boasts a new generation
steering wheel and steering wheel-mounted
controls as well as new styling on the stan-
dard seats.

New round air vents are set in beautifully
sculpted aluminium surrounds (also available
in optional carbon-fibre) which cleverly
underscore the dash structure. To emphasis
the lightness of the whole assembly, the dash
now incorporates an aluminium sail panel
supporting the central satellite and continu-
ing into the dash itself. 

Ferrari F8 Tributo, a celebration of excellence


